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Cabin Pressure released
The last building block assembled, C&J take a final
look at their latest cottage transformation
Colin MCAllister
And Justin ryAn

room for
improvement

A

nd then, just as quickly
as our Cabin Pressure
journey began, it was
over. Well, almost.
Time flies faster than an
eagle dive-bombing its prey,
huh?
Into the televisual ether have
disappeared twelve — soon to
be thirteen — weeks of episodic
transformations. Sunday sees
the TV conclusion of a period
we can justifiably describe as
an epic adventure, lakeside, in
Haliburton.
The show’s premise? To find
cottage country’s holy grail (the
worst property on the best lake)
and go wild. Wild reno’.
Spool forward to the present
day and where once was a sad
wee cabin, now lies a tribute
to our team’s unstinting faith
in the subtle art of renovation.

Okay — the less than subtle art
of a C&J renovation.
If you missed any of Season
3, catch it online at www.cottagelife.com. It’s all there, as are
seasons 1 and 2 via iTunes.
Our back catalogue, indeed,
will more than prepare you for
today’s dramatic living room
transformation.
The room’s shape, as you
can see, remains largely unaltered. To open it up, however
(and build connection between
inside and out) we removed
the small windows and added
larger double-glazed units and
sliding doors (all by Euro Vinyl
– www.evw.ca) to embrace the
lake and forest views. Embellished with wood blinds (www.
selectblinds.ca) incoming light
is adjustable, as required.
Being that the space is open

plan to the kitchen (albeit
spread across two levels) it was
important to keep sightlines
clear.
As such, we installed identical railings to those used
around the deck. Sunspace
products (www.sunspacesunrooms.com) work just as well
indoors as out, and the resultant black-framed lines enhance
the cabin’s architectural vernacular.
Flooring throughout is Cougar Rock by Kentwood (available at www.metrofloors.com)
a hard wearing, engineered
product that marries beautifully with the ceiling which we
faced with Western Red Cedar,
a superior genus derived from
environmentally sustainable
forests.
Whirring silently overhead, a
wood trimmed fan (from www.
fanshoppe.com) cools proceedings even as the mercury
rises.
Anchoring the look (and
warming the space into the
bargain) is a block shaped log
fire by Stuv — www.stuvamerica.com whose heat emission is
stunning.
Visually, it adds unques-

Large double-glazed windows and sliding doors embrace views of the
lake and forest, and wood blinds can be adjusted for incoming light.

tionable ‘pop’, positioned, as it
is, against white painted drywall. To clip costs, Randy, our
genius contractor, fashioned
a wood frame into which he
poured concrete, surplus from
our basement build.
Two days later, the compound hardened, we dragged
it (okay Randy and his boys
dragged it) across poles (think
ancient Egyptian construction
techniques) to its final destination.
Hey presto — a chunky
hearth that’s totally compliant with Stuv’s installation recommendations as regards heat
transfer and such like.
With a secondary living room
downstairs (all squashy sofas
and flat screen TV), we elected
to keep things a little more tailored on this level.
Toffee coloured wicker sofas
from Artemano provide ample
seating with extra comfort
coming courtesy of a Homesense pillow mountain.
Adding ethnic flair is a woven
top wood bench (used as a coffee table) and everything floats
on an easy clean Ikea rug.
Mixing texture, as we oft’
opine, is paramount so we

BEFORE: To open up the room, small windows were removed
and larger double-glazed units and sliding doors were added.
slipped in a pair of leather tub
chairs: sourced at Bowring,
they’re super comfy and the
perfect place for a coffee at the
beginning of the day or a fat
glass of wine as the sun sets.
So there you have it: Plan B
is finally complete. And our
hearts are brim full of pride. As
renovators, you see, we prefer
rescuing, rather than razing, if
at all possible.
Viewing for the first time last
summer, however, we could
only discern the slightest heartbeat. Mother Nature, stealthy
as ever, had invaded the rarely
used cottage and things looked
decidedly bleak. As such, the
demo ball loomed. But we were
determined.
Post reno’, the future looks

altogether brighter. Our lil’
wee place has a tangible pulse.
We’re proud to be its house
doctors, along with the unstoppable Randy Blain, a contractor, it should be reported, who
brought the A game … to our
game plan … at Plan B. It was
indeed our collective honour.
— Catch the final episode
of Colin and Justin’s
Cabin Pressure, Season 3,
Sunday, 9 p.m., on Cottage
Life. Find the ‘Colin and
Justin Home’ collection
in stores across Canada.
Find them also at www.
colinandjustin.tv, twitter.
com/colinjustin, instagram.
com/colinandjustin and
facebook.com/Colinjustin.

Anchoring the look is a block-shaped log fireplace which warms the
space and ‘pops out’ in front of the white-painted drywall.
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